
BARBARA
ACHERMANN

I was born in 1977 in Langenthal, in Switzerland

How is your bed?
It is red and white

Your favourite meal?
Mashed potatoes

Your favorite book?
Joggeli soll ga 
 Birli schuttle

Your  imaginary friend?
Maybe it is a seal

I am an architect ETH SIA 
and a mother of a girl and a boy.
I like to discover the world and to eat dark chocolate.
I am a passionate skier and I adore the infinite space of the turquoise 
ocean.

LLA & LLIO
Dolls Villa & 

Furniture Blocks

I showed during unduetrestella DESIGN WEEK 2019 the OOLL 
Zoo Stable and ZZI Puzzle Animals. The toys are minimal while being 
maximally playful at the same time.

MMS Minimal Market Stall OOLL & ZZI 
Zoo Stable & 

Puzzle Animals

My favourite artist is 
Banksy

My favourite musician is
Imam Baildi

My favourite book is
A Dictionary 
of Color 
Combinations

The most important  
thing I’m teaching to 
my sons is that

My favourite movie is
Vicky Cristina 
Barcelona

 If I imagine to be 5 years old...

NOW...

My works...

My favourites...



How is your bed?
It is red and white

Your favourite meal?
Mashed potatoes

Your favorite book?
Joggeli soll ga 
 Birli schuttle

Your  imaginary friend?
Maybe it is a seal

The town I want to live is 
Buenos Aires

Happiness for me is 
family

Pain for me is

I live in Zurich and these are the most important corners of my home

As a child my passion was building LEGO and drawing colorful patterns.

I studied architecture at the ETH Zurich and I work as an architect.

When my son was born I was looking for a simple play house
.... finally I created the toy by myself. 

A minimal wooden object in which animals and colors are tellling stories.

Today I also design architecture for kids to play.

My notes...


